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plus some new content in the place of the dolby atmos audio option as well. the collector's edition includes the featurettes, "finding the hobbit", "remembering the mountain", "the making of the hobbit" "holidays with the dwarves" and "the heart of the
ring", a dolby atmos "deep focus" audio mix, the deleted scenes and the desolation of smaug featurette. the blu-ray 3d edition comes with the same bonus features as the blu-ray release and the dvd of the film carries all of the bonus features that come
on the blu-ray and the hd version of the hobbit and the bonus film. the extensive cut of the hobbit series is so wide, and so rich in detail, that in some instances it is clear that the extended version is actually a longer cut, since the entire content of the
deleted scenes has made the cut. actors have also added new lines of dialogue and characters have been given different qualities, giving the impression of a different setting. im so excited to work with peter and the team again on the hobbit, he said.
its a tremendous honor to be invited to return to middle earth. it is so exciting to be able to share the journey with the fans. the hobbit: an unexpected journey finds bilbo baggins (martin freeman), thorin oakenshield (richard armitage) and the rest of

the company of dwarves on a quest to reclaim their homeland from the dragon smaug. the hobbit: the battle of the five armies is to be released on july 17, 2014 in new zealand and in select international territories. the official u.s. trailer will be unveiled
to audiences at comic-con on thursday, july 10.
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and even though it has a longer cut, this is still a very slight addition to the film which will still be the
same film made slightly differently. those who see the extended edition should still be treated to the
same vfx and editing. some critics of the film are already calling it jackson's 'king kong' moment. he
just has to prove himself like so many other director before him. the only thing that can be said for

certain is that the critics will still be shouting it from the rooftops when its release date finally
arrives, and those of us who have been following the film since the beginning will continue to admire
and appreciate what will be jackson's bravura feat in the cinematic world. more than 13 minutes of
new theatrical footage tales of middle-earth discovering middle-earth early references to the lotr

trilogy the official middle-earth casting call elements of middle-earth the production files shooting on
location: new zealand traveling to middle-earth: an unexpected journey special effects: the middle-
earth trilogy the hobbit, a movie made in middle-earth creating middle-earth: the visual effects the

hobbit: the desolation of smaug post-production: the hobbit: the desolation of smaug im about done.
theres good and bad to it, its 13-minutes longer than the theatrical cut, but its also a lot of crap. so

far ive only watched the credits so no one has properly introduced me to the plethora of new
content. ive watched the stuff like an extra scene of bilbo and elrond (which was quite beautiful) and
the sequences of what bilbo does in rivendell and what the dwarves meet in their journey, including

the encounter with the goblin king. oh and for those who remember when bilbo and gandalf first
meet, theyre back together again. theres also some new songs by the elvenking and what the
shapeshifters do. too bad the goblin king doesnt appear in the movie at all. not that hed be the

goblin king and he was in the movie, i just know it would have been much more interesting if he did.
i also liked the insight to the story of the journey, with the dwarves and gandalf in the company of

thorin, especially the moment of gandalf telling them about their destination, as it was a very smart
way to cram in the momentous events happening to them without letting you fall asleep (which

seems to be the aim for all the hobbit movies). overall i quite liked the cut of the movie, its great to
have it in hd and it looks better than i remember (and heck, ive watched it in theatres 3 times

already), the hobbit movies really look nice on hd. the color just pops and i also thought the voice
acting was pretty good. also, i have to say, even though i hardly recognize peter jackson the man

behind the movies, i still think his voice works well. i also like that he is able to adapt the movies to
the hd format. you dont really see it in the movie, but a good majority of the action that happens
during the movie was taken from hd footage, which is also a nice touch. what i think is the best

about the hd format is that it makes some things (including the view of city-dwelling, elf-rimmed lips
on the dwarves) very close to what youd see in a 3d format. all in all, i think its worth having this
version of the movie if you cant get your hands on the extended version on dvd, but only for the
extra scenes and the extras. if you have them, youre better off going for the extended version in

dvd. 5ec8ef588b
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